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Abstract:

Food bloggers are people who write about food in a blog. They share their experiences, identity, and honest opinions, and give readers personal narratives of their experiences at restaurants. The purpose of the study is to explore the language of food bloggers and its perceived impact on readers, and it analyzes the critical discourse of language they use. Four instruments were used to collect data for the study. Questionnaires were distributed online to 52 verified food bloggers on the Zomato application. Eleven followers/ readers were interviewed face-to-face. Document analysis of 52 verified food bloggers accounts on Zomato application and on 30 Instagram accounts were done. The same food bloggers were observed in 11 participant observation meetups. Findings reveal that food bloggers use many language aspects in their reviews; they tend to use descriptive language to talk about the food, and they code switch from one language to another most of the time. Findings also reveal that food bloggers’ language have a great impact on their readers and on restaurants’ reputations. Recommendations for further research on language of food bloggers are suggested.
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Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is an interdisciplinary approach to the study of discourse, or put simply talk and text, that views language as a form of social practice. Scholars working in the tradition of CDA generally argue that (non-linguistic) social practice and linguistic practice constitute one another and focus on investigating how societal power relations are established and reinforced through language use. In this sense, it differs from discourse analysis in that it highlights issues of Critical discourse analysis is far from easy. In my opinion it is by far the toughest challenge in the discipline. Note, though, that such mind management is not always bluntly manipulative. On the contrary, dominance may be enacted and reproduced by subtle, routine, everyday forms of text and talk that appear natural and quite acceptable.